
Response to NRC Question #21: Provide interview observations from personnel involved with hydro-

demolition and detensioning/cutting of tendons (when their comments note something of interest).

Attached find interviews with Mac & Mac (hydro-demolition -two interviews) and with PSC (Gary

Goetsch). Interviews with involved individuals continue, so additional information may surface.
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From: Miller. Craiq L

To: Williams, Charles R.; Miller. Craig L

Subject: Interview w/ Mac & Mac

Date: Saturday, October 10, 2009 6:28:32 PM

Charles,

Just in case anyone asks while I am out Sunday, I interviewed Dave & Jerry MacNeil from Mac &

Mac today. They are with the hydro demo company (actually I believe they are the owners).

Here is the summary of the interview:

Experience with cutting openings in nuclear plant containment buildings: this the first

Water pressure: 17,500 psi

Describe the evolution/what was seen: the demolition was done in 8' wide x 27' (full height) high
passes. The first pass removed the concrete past the rebar. Inspection after the first pass revealed

several large pieces of concrete leaning against the rebar (from the inside). The pieces were too

large to pass through the rebar grid.

Through the first ~19", there were many large chunks. Then small pieces/gravel. At about 12-15"

from plate, and up to about 4" from the plate, there were about a dozen small vertical cracks.

Could the water jet have eroded the concrete at the gap, resulting in a wider gap? Their opinion

was no. They also said that the gaps look wider now than they did when first discovered.

Also stated that this was the hardest concrete they have ever experience. They have done 100's of

bridge and roadway projects since 1985. Also noted that the aggregate was soft.

Dave MacNeil will be on site at least through Monday (out Sunday). His cell phone is (604) 290-

4921 if we have any additional questions.

Have a good Sunday. Call me if you need anything: 795-7230.

Craig
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Interview with Gary Goetsch, PSC supervisor over tendon detensioning
October 24, 2009
Marci Cooper and Craig Miller

* What was done and sequence? -
o De-tensioned 2 vertical top center - night shift performed per plan
o Absolutely no sequence for the plasma cuts
o He had asked Mr. Peters (Bechtel) when came on job what sequence to be

used -was told no sequence per plan, any sequence was ok to cut
o Started plasma cutting with 3 crews - 1 on vertical, 1 on B2-4, 1 on B3-5

* What was observed or noted?
o Was very smooth cut - by that means that are relieving 1.2-1.4 million lbs.

each. The cuts and self-relieving very smooth, because shims still in
place/tight behind grease cans so unloaded evenly - if not, they would have
slipped out.

o When asked if some tendons did not self-relieve as cutting, he said he didn't
recall or know - did not have machine cut effect or wouldn't still have shims
tight

o When asked what he normally sees, he indicated could be either Way, i.e., start
cutting and subsequent tendons self-relieve as pick up more load, or some
don't and cut. Either way can be smooth

* How many jobs like this has he done and what was similar or different in other
experiences?

o This is 1 1 th SGRjob
o This is the first and only one where did this way - no sequence to cutting and

not de-tensioning some tendons outside the cut area before cutting concrete
o Usually, cut within the opening per specified sequence - e.g., cut one, skip

two, cut one, skip two, go up and then alternate back down
o Then after all done in the opening, detension around the opening, e.g., 5 -10

on either side and above/below, before cut containment
o Knew (the CR-3 plan) was a bad idea
o S&L did some model that said would take the load
o He was told the reason for doing this way at CR-3 was to maintain the use of

the polar crane
o His concern would be stress loads around concrete

• What was duration of cutting activity?
o Cut from one end of platform, pull tendon out other; then start on next.

Except for verticals, no platform changes. Cut straight across
o Roughly 1 to 2 tendons per shift, roughly 4 days to complete - finished

around 10/1 (coiled), last cut on 9/30
* Some reports that others detension in opening before cut - how does that match with

your experience?
o Have to cut under tension if plasma cut. Otherwise would relax.. .would have

to probably grind, would take days and days to cut. Just from schedule
standpoint would not do

o Others plasma cut under tension
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10/28/2009 Interview Dave MacNeil on phone

Present: Dave MacNeil (Mac&Mac, Vancouver), Craig Miller, Chong Chiu, Patrick Berbon

Hydrolazing uses high-pressure pumps (triplex) with plungers (3 cylinders per pump).

Have X-Y machine on the platform.

Using 6 pressure pumps (1 pump per nozzle).

17,000-17,500 psi water pressure.

Flow rate 40-45 gallons/minute/nozzle.

Running 2 x 3 nozzles at the same time (3 nozzles per head, 2 heads).

Nozzle rotates at 500 rpm and projects water at a 5 degrees angle around the axis of rotation. Spin rate

can be adjusted from 250 to 1,000 rpm. Was fixed at 500 rpm here.

Cut about 4 feet wide per head (total width of cut about 8' per pass).

Travels 1 ft/s along the beam, then move up 1.5 in, travels back 1 ft/s.

Each pass cuts 1in to 1.5in deep.

Nozzles are 7 inches apart.

Water is taken from Progress large holding tank. It is pumped up from the tank and filtered to 1 micron.

It is recovered and re-filtered at the end (not recycled, dumped in settling pond after use).

Supply water is usually around 60 F. it was 85 F in this case. The pumping added an additional 25 F so

that the water exited the nozzle around 110 F.

Mac&Mac works on many bridge decks. First nuclear project for the company.

Their in-house calculations for 17,000 psi, 500 rpm rotation, 40 gal/min water, Ift/s travel, shows a force

on the wall of 100 psi.

Nozzle is 1/8 inch.

First nozzle is 2-4 in from the wall, second nozzle is 3-5 in, third nozzle is 4-6 in (nozzles are in same

plane, but distance increases as material is removed by each nozzle).

Takes approximately 35 min for one pass.

Pump is diesel powered (1,800 rpm), runs at 500 rpm.

Pistons are 1.5 in diameter, and move back-and-forth at 500 rpm.


